Abstract: Enhanced electroluminescence in arrays of double metal patch microcavities is demonstrated. The enhancement originates from high Purcell factors and efficient photon outcoupling as the period of the array is increased. Realization of sources and detectors at terahertz frequencies has become an important field as it opens the possibility of wide ranging applications such as molecular spectroscopy, imaging, security scanning or low energy chemical or physical fundamental studies. Light-matter interaction in this spectral region can be significantly enhanced by confining an electromagnetic field into deep sub-wavelength volumes as low as 10 -7 λ 3 between two metallic layers. The use of this concept has not been fully explored and could represent a step toward a new generation of compact and efficient emitters or detectors. Such confinement of a THz radiation has led to the enhancement of spontaneous emission via Purcell effect in LC microresonators and mirror-grating metal cavities [1,2]. An efficient design to confine a THz field is the one based on metaldielectric-metal patch antenna microcavities [3] which has already led to the demonstration of the regime of ultra-strong lightmatter coupling and the realization of efficient infrared and THz detectors [4][5][6]. This geometry consists in square-shaped resonators for which the resonant wavelength is set by the length s of the square through the formula s=λ 0 /2n eff where n eff is the effective mode index. This photonic structure is ideal to be used with intersubband (ISB) emitters as the oscillating dipoles of the electronic transition and the intracavity polarization of the mode are perfectly aligned (TM). In addition, this geometry behaves as a patch antenna rotating the polarization of the confined field by 90° when radiating in the far field. Therefore, one can realize photonic devices emitting by the surface and in which the light-matter interaction can be enhanced by resonantly tuning the energy of the microcavity mode with a radiative ISB transition by adjusting only the geometric parameter s. Unfortunately, this strong confinement is problematic to out-couple light as very large radiative quality factors Q rad have been demonstrated in this type of resonators [7] leading to only a few percent photon extraction efficiency (defined as Q/Q rad ) and limiting their use as emitters. 978-1-943580-11-8/16/$31.00
Realization of sources and detectors at terahertz frequencies has become an important field as it opens the possibility of wide ranging applications such as molecular spectroscopy, imaging, security scanning or low energy chemical or physical fundamental studies. Light-matter interaction in this spectral region can be significantly enhanced by confining an electromagnetic field into deep sub-wavelength volumes as low as 10 -7 λ 3 between two metallic layers. The use of this concept has not been fully explored and could represent a step toward a new generation of compact and efficient emitters or detectors. Such confinement of a THz radiation has led to the enhancement of spontaneous emission via Purcell effect in LC microresonators and mirror-grating metal cavities [1, 2] . An efficient design to confine a THz field is the one based on metaldielectric-metal patch antenna microcavities [3] which has already led to the demonstration of the regime of ultra-strong lightmatter coupling and the realization of efficient infrared and THz detectors [4] [5] [6] . This geometry consists in square-shaped resonators for which the resonant wavelength is set by the length s of the square through the formula s=λ 0 /2n eff where n eff is the effective mode index. This photonic structure is ideal to be used with intersubband (ISB) emitters as the oscillating dipoles of the electronic transition and the intracavity polarization of the mode are perfectly aligned (TM). In addition, this geometry behaves as a patch antenna rotating the polarization of the confined field by 90° when radiating in the far field. Therefore, one can realize photonic devices emitting by the surface and in which the light-matter interaction can be enhanced by resonantly tuning the energy of the microcavity mode with a radiative ISB transition by adjusting only the geometric parameter s. Unfortunately, this strong confinement is problematic to out-couple light as very large radiative quality factors Q rad have been demonstrated in this type of resonators [7] leading to only a few percent photon extraction efficiency (defined as Q/Q rad ) and limiting their use as emitters. We demonstrate enhancement of electroluminescence in the THz range from arrays of double metal patch microcavities originating from Purcell effect and better photon out-coupling by properly choosing the thickness of the active region in combination with large array periodicities [8] . Figure 1(a) is a SEM picture of a fabricated device made of an array of 13x13 patch microcavities with s=11 μm.. We studied the emission for thin active regions (L=2 μm and 4 μm) of a quantum cascade electroluminescent design emitting at 4.5 THz and by varying the periodicity p=d+s (where d is the distance between two resonators) of the arrays as well as the lateral dimension s of the resonators, i.e. for different energy of the cavity modes. The enhancement of electroluminescence results from two contributions. As the energy of the cavity mode is in resonance with the energy of the ISB transition, spontaneous emission is strongly accelerated (Purcell effect), as shown in Fig. 1(c) for which the highest emission is obtained for s=11 μm. We also observe an enhancement as the period of the array is increased. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the optical power (normalized by each device volume) between a 12 μm-thick reference device in a mesa geometry and arrays of microcavities with 2 μm and 4 μm-thick active regions. 17-fold, 26-fold and 37-fold enhancement of the emitted power is measured for devices with d=15 μm/L=4μm, d=15μm/L=2μm and d=40 μm/L=2 μm, respectively. It shows that the device with the thinner active region and larger period is the most efficient. Further discussions include investigation of this enhancement via electromagnetic simulations to estimate the Purcell factors and the role of the thickness and period of the array on the ohmic and radiative losses which leads to a higher photon outcoupling. This work shows the importance of choosing the appropriate design for an array of microcavities in which the different contributions to the losses can be controlled by adjusting the geometrical parameters providing a way to achieve of efficient surface emitting terahertz sources.
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